
Our proprietary composite blends have become one of our trademarks.  Incredibly versatile and 
durable, each piece is hand cast and finished and will pass through at least eight pairs of hands 
before being finally packed for dispatch. 

As the name would indicate a blend of cold cast
aluminium and pewter plus one or two other hidden ingredients, deeply 
polished for over seven hours to ensure a long, long lasting sheen.
If used regularly will require very little maintenance. Can be cleaned with 
warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish.
For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

ALUPEWT (AP)
A deep metallic black created by mixing real bronze with dyed marble, 
highly polished and extremely durable.
The bronze may dull with time but can be revived by cleaning with
Brasso or other brass cleaning fluids.  Finish with furniture wax or polish 
on a soft rag.
For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

BLACK BRONZE (BB)

Dyed marble, sealed and hand finished, a versatile finish that will suit 
most settings. Co-ordinating products should be batch made to ensure 
consistency.
Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax 
or polish. Only available on flat and smooth designs

BONE (BN)
Dyed marble, stained and polished to produce a beautiful, subtle, rich 
dark finish reminiscent of Bakelite. Highly versatile in many styles.
If used regularly will require very little maintenance. Can be cleaned with 
warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish.
For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

COCOA (CO)

Dyed marble blend, hand finished to produce an incredible facsimile of 
shagreen (shark or sting ray skin).
Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax 
or polish.  A toothbrush will assist cleaning between the scales.

SAND (SA)
Made with real bronze to produce a beautiful, rich metallic patina.
The bronze may dull with time but can be revived by cleaning with
Brasso or other brass cleaning fluids.  Finish with furniture wax or polish 
on a soft rag.
For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

SILVER BRONZE (SB)

We are able to produce both custom designs and finishes within the Amalfine™ range of products. Subject to minimum value of order, please contact our sales department for further details

AMALFINE TM  F INS IHES -  CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Every piece is unique with its own individually crafted character and charm.  All composites are 
made from a closely guarded blend of resins, mixed with core
ingredients as listed below.  Amalfine™ products are suggested for internal use only.
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Brass Living

Polished Brass (PU)
Solid brass, expertly polished to a high sheen, pure 
and simple with nothing added to allow the natural 
aging process or keep it polished with any good 
brass cleaning products. LV-EXT

Vintage Patina (VP)
Hand polished brass base, matt treatment before 
patination to a rich dark brown, lightly distressed 
for highlights. Finished with a durable wax coating.  
LV-EXT

Fine Antique Brass (FA)
Hand polished brass, lightly patinated and brushed  
to highlight and contrast. Finished with a durable  
wax coating. LV-EXT

Satin Brass (TW)
Hand polished, then wire brushed for a golden 
finish. Wax coated. This finish will darken with age 
unless kept polished. LV-INT

Vintage Nickel (VN)
Nickel plated brass, skilfully patinated by our team 
of craftsmen, followed by hand distressing and 
wax polishing. LV-INT

Brass Plated

Bright Chrome (BC)
Sometimes referred to as Polished Chrome, 
solid brass base, highly polished, nickel base 
coat with a durable chrome top coat. Easy to 

maintain and our most durable finish. PL-EXT

Polished Nickel (PN)
Solid brass base, finished with our beautifully 
subtle nickel plating, silver with hints of yellow. 
Superb in contemporary or traditional interiors. 
Clean with any quality nickel polish. PL-INT

Hammered Living

Polished Brass (PU)
Solid brass, expertly polished, then hammered and 
polished a second time to a high sheen, with subtle 
light refraction. Either allow the natural aging 
process or keep it polished with any good brass 
cleaning products. LV-EXT

Burnished Brass (BH)
For our hammered finishes we use a more gentle 
technique to patinate. Each piece is hand
burnished to break the surface before being
patinated, then subtly distressed, hand polished 
and waxed to give a luxurious antique finish,
highlighting every hammer blow perfectly. LV- EXT

Burnished Nickel (NH)
Polished solid brass, individually hammered, 
then nickel plated before being hand burnished, 
patinated and distressed to be finished with a wax 
finish. Eight pairs of hands before assembly, QA 
and packing. LV-INT

Hammered Plated

Bright Chrome (BC)
Solid brass hand polished then individually 
hammered, before plated with a crisp and bright 
chrome plating. Highly reflective hammer blow 
texture that is easy to maintain and our most 
durable finish. PL-EXT

Polished Nickel (PN)
As with Chrome, solid brass, polished,
hammered and re polished before being finished 
with our beautifully subtle nickel plating.
Superb in contemporary or traditional interiors. 
Clean with any quality nickel polish. PL- INT

Satin Nickel (SN)
Solid brass, polished, individually hammered a 
thousand times, and finished with a fantastic, 
flat satin nickel plating, no brushwork. A superb-
ly versatile finish that will stand the test of time. 
PL-INT

Code: LV - living finish. INT - interior use only. EXT - interior or exterior use. PL -  plated finish

Button Finishes

Antique Bronze (AB)

Satin Chrome (SC)

Only available on full leather cabinet handles such 
as Bow, Cup and Strap as button finishes.

Only available on full leather cabinet handles 
such as Bow, Cup and Strap as button finishes.

Brass Plated

Satin Nickel (SN)
Still our most popular plated finish, solid brass 
with a fantastic, flat satin nickel plating, no 
brushwork. A superbly versatile finish that will 
stand the test of time. PL-INT

Matt Black Chrome (CB)
The latest addition to our plated finishes, a four 
step process developed by our highly skilled 
team of finishers, this is a completely matt black 
plated finish. Highly durable and practical for 
interior or exterior use. PL-EXT

SOLID BRASS -  F IN ISHES
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Chestnut (CN) 
A glorious, reddy, nutty brown, full of life and 
finished with a natural thread.

Chocolate (CT) 
A rich dark brown, our most popular colour, 
finished with a dark brown thread.

Black (BL) 
A beautiful, subtle sheen, classic leather,
finished with a black thread.

Tan (TA)  
Light, luxurious leather, edged with a soft, 
natural thread.

Slate (GC) 
A mid tone grey, growing in popularity, great 
with our silver plated finishes and edged with 
a silver grey thread.

White (BW) 
White leather, white thread, white edging for a 
clean and contemporary look.

Tobacco (TC) 
A reddish brown mix of woven strands to 
produce our best selling classic.

Flint Grey (FG) 
A beautiful mid grey with a subtle dark 
smoked undertone.

Whisky (WK) 
A light tan mix with dark edging. 

Raven Black (RV) 
Like the bird, a beautiful reflective black 
sheen, that comes alive as light catches it.

Leather Woven Leather

Leather like all natural materials will change with age, according to the situation, 

exposure to sunlight and usage (or lack of). The more you use it, the better it 

looks, the oils from your hands feed the leather and create a unique patina. Leather 

handles should only be used internally. Please see our leather care instructions for 

maintenance and cleaning.

Faux Leather

Attache Cognac (AC) 
A colour match to our Chestnut Leather. 
Available only on flush products such as
sliding door hardware, to avoid marking.

Black Tea (BT) 
A colour match to our Chocolate Leather. 
Available only on flush products such as slid-
ing door hardware, to avoid marking.

Finesse Black (FB) 
A colour match to our Black Leather. Avail-
able only on flush products such as sliding 
door hardware, to avoid marking.

Destiny Storm (TS)  
A colour match to our Slate Grey Leather. 
Available only on flush products such as slid-
ing door hardware, to avoid marking.

Colour Variation 

Vegetable tanning is an art rather than a science, please allow for slight variations in 

colour from batch to batch, this is all part of the charm of using such a beautiful and 

natural material.

LEATHER -  F IN ISHES
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